Each Monday, in the early morning stillness of William
Street, Paddington, Sydney, there is· a flurry of activity and
feeling of urgency as three figures hastily unload a delivery
van, stacked high with foliage of an unusual kind.
Across the footpath an ochre doorway opens into a
narrow studio bathed in a rich burnt umber. Along one
wall, extending from the open front door to the light-filled
garden behind, is a multitude of battered iron buckets filled
with water. Quickly they are filled with giant branches of
unruly rosehips, antiquated Julia roses, archaic-looking
ginger flowers, heady gardenias, mammoth tropical leaves
from Queensland, elegant lilies, branches of berries and
nuts... and much more. The entrance fills to overflowing
with massive bunches of brilliant saffron sunflowers, trays
of lime green moss, haphazard artichokes, exotic palm
fronds, boxes of citrus fruits and gourds. The fragrance of
Australia fills the air.

Top, Alison Coates arranges the
weekly installation at advertising
agency Herz: Wapol, Sydney, using
agavi succulents, november lilies,
monsterio leaves, elephant ear leaves.
The Spanish oil jar is from John
Normyle Interiors.
Centre, Alison Coates
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Such is the sight three times a week at this highly creative
and very unusual establishment. Floral decorator Alison
Coates and her colleagues Tracey Deep and Saskia Havekes work on a one-of-akind basis. With a policy of soft against strong, and sculptural impact, they bring
together combinations of contrast and simplicity in amazing installations, in
decorations for functions and bunches for private homes.
Angela Coates had a varied background of jillarooing in the west, nursing, and
research work on red deer on an island off the west coast of Scotland . She arrived
in Sydney, from her home town of Brisbane, at the age of 25, wanting to use her

obsessive fascination for nature and its elements and her love of collecting,
bushwalking and decorating with found natural objects .
After a door-knock of many conventional florists around Sydney, she landed a job
at an offbeat place which she had long admired, Modern Wildflowers, then
owned by lmmants Tillers' wife Jenny.
Even though they used strictly Australian flora, they included elements that until then
had not been used, such as brutal-looking gymea lilies and tumble grasses. From
this launching pad, Coates was catapulted into the ornamental world of flora.
'It was like being in heaven and enabled me to express all this bottled up creativity that
had been bubbling away for too many years .' With no formal training, she was able to
tap into the vast resource of her own experience, in the bush and the wilderness. Within
six months she had moved to a small shop in Rose Bay where she was given not only
the freedom to experiment but also to buy stock from the flower markets.
Encouraged by John Normyle, who was to become her husband who was then
running (and still does) an unusual antiques and interior design business, Coates
practised and developed her ideas using his double-windowed shopfront as an
exhibition space .
At first it was trial and error and a lot of work (such as charging $30 to do a
display but finally using $300 worth of materials) but the response from passersby
and friends spurred her on. On one occasion she created a Monet window in
which she filled large, rough wooden troughs with irises that swept right across the
double window; on another she had a complete window covered with ten different
grasses; or stems of asparagus bound around a large pot with fuzzy grass and
papyrus heads garlanding it and unusual red bananas bound with heavy string,
crowning the top .

Centrepiece using calla lilies ,
regale lilies, gourds, capsicums,
tiger lilies, chestnut leaves and
bergenia leaves

Pineapple tops, gourds,
grapefruit, regale lilies

Four years ago Coates opened her own shop in the space adjoining Normyle's
antiques. Initially, she would lock up the shop to go out on d job and would often
sit up until midnight finishing the window display. She foraged around the
neighbourhood as well as buying stock at the markets. 'I wanted to do everything,
I had so much creative imagination stored up in me. I wanted to change the
window every day and move everything around.' After five months alone, she
employed someone to take care of the shop.
These days, with Tracey and Saskia, Coates goes to the flower markets every
second day before dawn, ensuring that she achieves optimum freshness . She
doesn't refrigerate the stock but aims to sell it within a day or two. Depending on
the season, up to seventy percent may be pre-ordered, but by getting to the
markets before opening time, they are able to keep an eye open for spontaneous
purchases and are constantly berating growers and pushing them for new items,
gradually changing the conventional availability of carnations and gladdies.
'Five years ago, there was 'nothing' at the markets. I would order huge branches of
autumn leaves and everyone thought I was weird . I am always asking the growers
what have they got in their gardens, what can they get? Half the time they have a
variety of wonderful elements but never imagine anyone would consider using them!
'Sometimes I take pictures along of foliage and ask growers if it's available or if they
can get it. Occasionally, time permitting, I ask growers to grow something specifically
for a job . A lot of things are readily available at the markets now because I asked for
it-like rosette succulents which took two years for someone to finally stock. Now I
have a reputation for loving anything (they think!) that's odd or peculiar.'
On the other hand, sometimes it's not always wise to have all requests met. 'For
some elements I have a separate source outside of the markets, as once it's in the
markets it's available to everyone . People then try to copy and formularize .'
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Artichokes and artichoke flowers, gourds,
november lilies, regale lilies and cordyline
leaves

Coates keeps changing all the time. She appreciates people who come to her with
complete trust in her work . 'If someone has a specific idea in mind about what they
would like me to do, I find it almost impossible,' she says. 'I have a basic idea, a
mood, a feeling, or a vision before I start, but it never ends up exactly as I plan . I
like to let the work evolve of its own accord without a definite constructionotherwise the creativity and spontaneity are lost. Great ideas may not be possible,
due to the lack of availability of a particular element, so one has to know what is
around and when. There is also the question of budget (usually the lack of it) and
the perishable nature of the medium.'
One job in which Coates exercised her vision was for a large function at the
Regent Hotel in Sydney two years ago . The brief was to create a jungle or
rainforest . Coates had always loved the huge Moreton Bay sucker roots which
remind her of great ropes . She had truckloads brought down from the Blue
Mountains to Sydney. She constructed a mighty tropical bow, reminiscent of a tree,
and hung the roots from the ceiling to the floor so that guests could meander in
and out of the draped roots. She also trucked in oversized liana vines covered with
green moss. These were ornamented down the roots with parrot-green staghorns,
orchids and hot-pink lilies. The hotel manager at the time was horrified but the
guests were enraptured .
'The idea is to make people think and to believe that they're somewhere else, right
in the middle of it. To question what it's about. Maybe to shock a little, but not to
be just something decorative in the corner.'
A similar construction, involving many taxi-boat trips to and fro to deliver rocks,
roots, moss and succulents, was to create a lifesize rainforest canopy on Fort
Denison for the Tourist Bureau, complete with a faux ceiling of clear plastic .so that
diners could see the stars among the vines.

Julia roses, tangerine

roses, opium poppy pods
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Saskia Havekes
working on the
installation for Ansett
Golden Wing lounge
Installation for Ansett Golden Wing
lounge at Mascot domestic terminal:
wheat sta lks, red plums, pineapple tops

For the wedding of a band member from the rock group INXS, Coates designed a
lifesize bower in the summery atmosphere of Watsons Bay gardens. The bride
loved the Gothic period and so Coates combined three themes: Romeo and Juliet,
beauty and the beast and the Gothic . The only flowers used were masses and
masses of three-quarter blown alabaster roses, the bride's favourite . Coates
constructed a bower, 1 .5 metres high and half a metre across, of 10 cm thick
mossy liana vines. Dark green magnolia foliage with velvety bronze-coloured
undersides, large clusters of open roses and bunches of fat, black grapes were
woven over the frame.
With a natural waterfall over irregular rock ledges as a backdrop, the bridal party
moved down sandstone steps scattered with roses and petals. In the glade at the
bottom was a white open marquee with six rows of wooden chairs and a small
aisle leading to the bower where the marriage ceremony was to take place.
The same elements-magnolia
foliage, roses and grapes-made
up the bridal
bouquet and filled two sandstone urns mottled with patina which sat on either side
of the arch. There was a soft misty rain . The bride's Juliet air-long
jet black hair,
diminutive features and simple dress with a Gothic-style cross hanging lowevoked a scene from a Medieval play.
In the marquee where drinks were to be served, were large urns of blown roses,
lime-green quinces, eggplants and magnolia leaves .
From that installation, Coates and her team rushed to the location of the reception
and on starched white tablecloths they laid simple garlands of magnolia leaves
with single gardenias forming a cluster along the seam of a plait 1.5 metres long.
Then they returned to the glade to transport four large urns to the bridal suite at the
Hyatt hotel where the whole room was filled with white roses.
Another challenge was the opening of the glass pyramid in the Botanic Gardens in
Sydney. Coates covered a 36 square metres, 3-storey high pyramid with a wall of
sedge grasses which she collected from a number of dams all of the weekend
before. The whole structure ascended in steps almost to the top of the marquee
which sat 400 guests. Each layer was decorated with a row of sage-coloured
agavi succulents, tied and bound . Freestanding bamboo poles were lashed
together with rough rope, with enormous leaves moving across them. A giant
Spanish terracotta oil jar sprouting untamed grasses sat on top. The white walled
entrance was covered with massive thorny branches which looked like something
out of Africa. It was grotesque and Hitchcockian .
One of the weekly installations at Bathers, Balmoral,
using wheat and banksia nuts
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Sydney,

The difficulty always lies in being able to get enough of the same element (whether
grasses, leaves or succulents) as Coates uses only three or four elements in any one
display. Volume mixed with form and texture , with colour as a secondary factor,
are her priorities. The aim is to create an impact. As Coates says : 'Keeping things
simple is the greatest challenge . Because it is so problematic to obtain large

quantities of just a few items, many people compromise by using a myriad different
elements. The final work then becomes very busy and bitsy, losing its impact and
simplicity. It becomes a blur, without focus . My approach is to be as natural as
possible. Nature does everything best and one can't tame it. I like my work to look
like it has just happened, as though it has moved across the room naturally.
'There is a modern movement in Japanese ikebana with this philosophy . I would
like to move away from using so many floral elements and concentrate more on
leaves, logs and rocks-utilizing
the sculptural nature of natural forms . I love the
idea of big out-of-shape fruits, the structure of leaves, the scaly skin of bunya cones
or pineapples, generous bunches of bananas and their flowers, grasses, fleshy
cactuses . They all remind me of prehistoric, primitive, sculptural forms.'
As can be seen through the inspiring combinations of the changing window
displays-such as an oversized terracotta urn dripping with ash-white branches of
exotic palm berries, juxtaposed with sheaves of untamed green wheat, or the
arrangement of a centrepiece for a private function using puce capsicums, golden
lilies and striped gourds-Coates
utilizes the abundance and variety of elements so
readily available in our extraordinary country to create fresh visual feasts.
'I remember when I first went into a flower shop, I was so amazed and excitedthe huge gymea lilies, the fragrance, the colours, the forms. It's incredible how
many people just aren't aware of what's growing around them. Australia has so
many exotic plants right here in everyone's backyard. People come into the shop
and go WOW! over a flower, when it could have been growing in their
neighbour's back garden . I know exactly where there's a wonderful dragon tree,
just by driving around Sydney and always looking . One develops a second sense.'
With such mixtures as: bound papyrus stems, with strong leaves, clusters of melons
and masses of orange-flecked coxinia coming through it; or dusty pink lily heads
with ivy-green opium poppy pods fed through veridian cordyline leaves with pink
tips; or a wedding bouquet depicting freshness and simplicity with baby grapefruit
or miniature golden pears, grasshopper-green paddle leaves and giant white
november lily heads with green centres-function
follows form and impact. There is
a kick!
always the theme of soft against strong which gives subtle force-with
Weekly installations in such hip places as Bathers at Balmoral and The Fringe Bar
at Paddington, changing arrangements at the flash advertising agency Herz
Wapol, creating 400 wreaths for Christmas for one multinational company, the
high society and various celebrities of Sydney whipping in and out of the shop to
order exotic and never-to-be-repeated bunches wrapped in heavy waxed brown
paper cinched with jute-all this keeps the team that makes up Alison Coates
Floral Decorator razor-sharp and on their toes.

Anna Maryke
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